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FROM THE EDITOR

Grab a

Maple syrup is a sweet, delectable product
made from what Mother Nature surprises
us with every March, as the days get longer
and brighter, and spring finally arrives.
This sugary treat is a staple in many
Canadian homes, a tradition children grow
up learning about.
I can remember going on school fieldtrips
to local sugarbushes, seeing all the tapped
trees with a small protruding spout from
which the sap dripped every few seconds
into hanging tin buckets.
I know we weren’t supposed to, but a few
of us would hold out a finger just below
that spout to catch a drip, getting that first

pure taste of what was to become delicious
maple syrup.
Heading back with the group, we would go
to the main cabin for a huge breakfast
loaded with the magical syrup, filling our
bellies until we could hardly move. We
would then be taken on a sleigh ride,
bringing us to the shack where we were
shown the process of sugaring. Following
this, somehow finding room in our
stomachs, we would get yet another treat
of taffy on snow.
Living close to the County over the past
couple of years, I have become aware of
new festivals and events that take place in
the area, Maple in the County being one
of them. (Check out page 12 ‘Maple in the
County: The First Harvest of the Season’).
Heading out to a sugarbush with my family
is an outing I plan to do with my kids this
spring, one to become an annual tradition.
I hope you all get to take some time this
season to get out to a local sugarbush to
enjoy this special treat, perhaps starting a
new tradition of your own.
Happy reading!

Melissa
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Oldest Winery Celebrates a Birthday
by Konrad Ejbich
photographs provided by Waupoos Estate Winery

On June 15th, 2001,
it came through
and Waupoos Estate
Winery sold their first
bottle of wine made
from Prince Edward
County grapes.
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E

d Neuser and Rita Kaimins
sat in the back garden of the
farmhouse they had bought in
1983 on the shore of Prince
Edward Bay near the Waupoos marina. Ed owned a profitable machine shop and Rita was the head buyer
for a fashionable clothing chain.
Weekends here were peaceful, quiet and
calming. They loved to garden all day and
usually took a break at 6 p.m. to share a
bottle or two of their favourite wine, Reif
Estate Vidal.
As they sat and sipped, looking over the
vacant field behind the house, they pondered what to do with it. At one point,
Kaimins laughed and blurted out, “What
about planting grapes, Ed? We could
make our own wine.”

It was 1992. No one grew grapes in Prince
Edward County. No one knew that was
about to change.
Neuser contacted Klaus Reif for advice
the following day. Klaus asked, “What
have you got to lose?”
That’s all it took. The couple decided to
plant a half-acre test patch to see if vines
could survive the winter. It was a big
surprise to Neuser and Kaimins, the 500
Vidal plants did manage the cold... marvelously.
As soon as spring came, Neuser recruited
a 17-year-old neighbour, Kyle Baldwin, to
help with the planting of an additional 500
Geisenheim-318 vines next to the Vidal,
plus 250 Baco Noir plants nearby. The
following year, they hired him full time
to care for their grapes. (Today, Bald-

Above: The Waupoos Estate Winery encompasses nearly 20 acres of land, cultivating four
red grape varieties and eight white grape varieties. Not only growing grapes, the estate
has an apple and peach orchard, a modest citrus grove and a vast sugar bush where 1,500
maple trees are tapped to produce their own Maple Syrup.

Kyle had to call in police after discovering that some marijuana growers had
moved in on a back field.
After the winery opened, there were always many different wines to sell to the
public from the tiny retail shop, but no
single product was made in sufficient volume to supply the province’s 600+ LCBO
outlets.
On the positive side, being the first winery
in the County, they scored a lot of publicity in the early days as well as numerous
enquiries from wannabe winemakers—
doctors, lawyers and speculators—all of
whom hoped to start their own profitable
ventures.

"

PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY'S

win runs the entire operation: 23 acres of
vineyards, the winery, Gazebo restaurant,
Cläfeld Orchard across the road, an animal farm, a market garden, and an independent cidery.)
By year four, the experimental vines began to yield abundantly, but by year five,
Neuser and Kaimins were making more
wine than they could drink on their own.
It was time to think about selling some of
it.
“It’s not like we had a vision,” Kaimins
says now. “It was an adventure. We just
took it all one day at a time.”
The couple applied for a government winery licence. A manufacturer’s permit was
issued the following year but they had to
wait longer for the all-important retail licence. On June 15, 2001, it came through
and Waupoos Estate Winery sold their
first bottle of wine made from Prince Edward County grapes.
“It was the most memorable day of my
life.” Kaimins recalls. Federal and provincial ministers came out for handshakes,
photo ops and speeches predicting new
life for an old agricultural area.
Prescient?
Today, there are 42 licensed wineries in
Prince Edward County, several applications pending, and numerous vineyards
already planted with dreams of future vintages. PEC bottles have garnered awards
in New York, London and, most recently,
at The Judgment of Kingston. And since
the day Waupoos Estate Winery opened
its cellar door to the public, land values
have skyrocketed.
That’s not to say that everything went
down smoothly along the way. Right
from day one, the couple faced unexpected challenges, some greater than others.
Kaimins recalls buying a pair of spades to
dig the holes for the first vines, then discovering that it was impossible to pierce
the thick, impenetrable marl (caked clay
and limestone.) They laughed it off and
called in a guy with a power auger to bore
the 500 holes they needed to plant their
first vines.
Once those vines settled in, they had to
deal with worms eating all the leaves off
the vines as well as powdery mildew ruining part of the crop nearest the humid
waterfront. And as soon as grapes began
to ripen, hungry birds and pesky raccoons
competed for the precious fruit. One year,

It’s not like we
had a vision,”
Kaimins says now.
“It was an adventure.
We just took it all one
day at a time.

"
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Top Left: The Waupoos Estate Winery is
the only winery that sits next to Lake Ontario. Given its location, the waterfront makes
for a beautiful scenery and a nearby dock
provides boaters easy access to the estate.
Middle: The winery’s Restaurant is nestled
in the vineyard with views of the estate.
A tented patio is also offered as another
dining option on select days. Many events
can be hosted there such as weddings and
live music.
Bottom Left: The main building includes
the boutique, tasting area and chocolate/
candy shop. The boutique itself offers a
variety of items including kitchen gadgets,
hostess gifts, wine accessories, and all of
their fine wine.The chocolate shop offers
gelato, an assortment of chocolate and bulk
candy. The basement also has its own separate tasting bar next to the wine making
stations. During the busier seasons, you can
see the wine making in progress.

As a special tribute to its
founders, this year Waupoos
Estate will produce a new
line of premium wines
called Pioneer.
“The whole area went berserk,” Kaimins
says, recalling the flurry of activity that
occurred in the first few years after opening.
Those initial successes were followed by
a decade of growth, expansion and improvements. Then Neuser’s health began
to deteriorate. Maintaining the business
became increasingly difficult. In 2012,
the couple sold the winery to Joseph
Pulla, head of family-owned Johnvince
Foods Ltd. Later that year, Ed Neuser
passed away.
As a special tribute to its founders, this
year Waupoos Estate will produce a new
line of premium wines called Pioneer.
And to celebrate the 15th anniversary in
business, the winery plans to release its
2016 portfolio with a special emblem on
the labels.
Waupoos Estate Winery is already planning another little celebration for next
year, this time to mark 25 years of grape
growing. Perhaps the whole count(r)y
should join in.

Salmon and Spring
Vegetable Savoury Tart
Prep time: 15min Chilling time: 30min
Cooking time: 1h 25min
Difficulty: medium
Ingredients:
For the crust:
1 ⅓ cups all-purpose flour,
plus extra for dusting
½ tsp fine salt
½ cup vegetable shortening,
cold and cubed
2-3 tbsp ice water, plus extra as needed

eggs and Parmesan cheese with salt and
pepper to taste.
7. Quarter the potatoes and arrange in the
pastry case along with the carrots, salmon fillet and peas. Place the tart pan on a
baking sheet and pour over the egg filling.
8. Bake for about 1 hour until the pastry is
cooked through and golden, and the filling is set and starting to color on top.
9. Remove to a cooling rack to cool. Serve
warm or cold, garnished with pansies if
desired.

For the filling:
2 cups small potatoes
2 large carrots, peeled and cut into coins
2 ⅔ cups skinless salmon fillet, diced
1 ½ cups frozen peas, thawed
1 cup crème fraîche
1 cup milk
4 large eggs
1 cup Parmesan cheese, grated
kosher salt
freshly ground black pepper
Method:
1. For the crust: Combine the flour, salt
and vegetable shortening in a food processor. Pulse until the mixture resembles
rough breadcrumbs. Add the ice water, 1
tbsp at a time, and pulse between additions until a rough dough comes together.
2. Turn out the dough onto a floured surface and knead briefly. Wrap in plastic
wrap and chill for 30 minutes.
3. After 30 minutes, remove the dough
from the fridge and preheat the oven to
170°C (150° fan) | 325F | gas 3.
4. Roll out the dough on a lightly floured
surface to approximately 0.75 cm | 0.333"
thickness. Use it to line the base and sides
of a 23 cm | 9" fluted tart or quiche pan.
Cut away any overhanging excess and
prick the base with a fork. Chill until
needed.
5. For the filling: Cook the potatoes and
carrots in a large saucepan of salted, boiling water until just tender to the tip of a
knife, about 5-7 minutes. Drain well and
set aside.
6. In a large mixing bowl, thoroughly
whisk together the crème fraîche, milk,
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THE
JUDGEMENT
OF

KINGSTON
by Michael Pinkus

B

y the time you read this it'll
all be said and done - the
winners will have been announced and the Judgement
will be over; I'm talking
about the Judgement of Kingston that took
place on November 5th, 2016. Before I
get into the details, let’s take a quick look
at the impetus of what precipitated this
event.
40 years ago an English wine merchant
living in Paris named Steven Spurrier
decided to hold a competition between
the fledgling wines of California and the
powerhouse of the wine world, France.
He pitted California Chardonnay against
the best of Burgundy and the Cabernets
against the big names of Bordeaux. For
example, on the California side there was
Clos du Val, Stag’s Leap, Chateau Montelena and Freemark Abbey; while the
French was represented by the likes of
Mouton Rothschild, Haut Brion, Joseph
Drouhin and Domaine Leflaive. Today it
would seem like an interesting battle, but
back then this was looked upon as a stunt
to draw attention to Spurrier’s business
and a tie-in to celebrate the 200th anniversary of the United States.
If you can imagine, at the time this was
considered a very gimmicky event – everyone knew in their heart of hearts that
the French would win the “event” hands
down … which made this an almost “nonevent” it was such a foregone conclusion,
the Americans were going to lose.

Above: The Royal Winers at the 2016 Judgement of Kingston. Left: Dr. James Stewart,
Dr. Ugur Berkok, Dr. Lubomyr Luciuk, Dr. Colin Duncan.
The saving grace was that the top wine aficionados of France, who were invited to
sit in judgement, would do so blind, with
nothing but their palates to guide them.
What happened next shocked the wine
world to its very core – California won in
both categories. But what might have just
ended up being a historical ripple in the
wine pond turned into a wave when the
event was held again some 20 months later in San Francisco with the same wines
being tasted. The French had argued that
their wines needed time and were thus too
young – but the replica tasting proved a
win for the U.S again. The exact tasting
has been replicated three more times since
1976, twice in 1986 and again in 2006 –
and each time the California wines have
come out on top.

"

photography by
Tracy St Germain
(Snapd Kingston)

Now granted, I’ve just provided the spoiler but there is a great book detailing the
entire event written by the only journalist
in attendance at the time, George M. Tabor, called the Judgement of Paris, and is
very much worthy of a read.
Now back to present day … The 40th anniversary of those happenings sparked
The Royal Winers of Kingston to wonder
what would happen if some local Ontario wines took the plunge against the now
power-house California wines; what’s
more they thought it would be fun to use
Ontario’s newest region as their inspiration for this David versus Goliath Competition – pitting the County of Prince
Edward Chardonnays versus California’s
big guns.
The event was held at Memorial Hall in

like the Canadian judges, I ranked
Ontario chardonnays as No. 1 and No. 2, ahead of
the oakier Napa examples.
They were brilliant: light and crisp, with spiky
acidity, succulent layers of lemon-lime and stony
flavours, and a flinty elegance missing from the
California wines

"
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Anna’s
Kitchen

The Royal Winers, a group of wine
connoisseurs based out of Kingston
Ontario, have announced an
ongoing commitment to the
University Hospitals Kingston
Foundation by raising funds
through an annual event called
The Judgement of Kingston.
The inaugural tasting event ranked
Chardonnays from Prince Edward
County against counterparts from
California and raised $1,000 in
support of the Cancer Centre of
Southeastern Ontario. Tickets for
this year’s event, which will feature
Burgundy from France and Pinot
Noir from Prince Edward County,
are already being sold at Kingston’s
Visitor Information Centre or at
www.judgementofkingston.ca.

Top Left: Judges at the 2016 Judgement of Kingston. Left: Michael Pinkus, Sara D'Amato,
Konrad Ejbich, and Elin McCoy. Far right is the Kingston Town Crier, Chris Whyman.
Bottom Left: Judges top 3 choices. 1) Rosehall Run 2013 JCR Chardonnay 2) Closson Chase
2014 South Clos Chardonnay 3) Clos du Val 2014 Chardonnay.

Kingston’s City Hall with members of the
general public in attendance and four recognized wine professionals as the judges (Sara d’Amato, Konrad Ejbich, Elin
McCoy and yours truly, Michael Pinkus)
… the outcome was inevitable; the more
steely mineral driven County Chardonnays were easy to spot for the wine pros
who ranked two County wines in the top
3. 1) Rosehall Run 2013 JCR Chardonnay
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2) Closson Chase 2014 South Clos Chardonnay 3) Clos du Val 2014 Chardonnay.
But the masses saw it differently, and
showed why California continues to reign
atop the leaderboard at the LCBO, placing
California in 3 of the top 4 spots; which
goes to show from a general public point
of view there is still some education needed about what makes Ontario wines so
special.

The lone American judge, Elin McCoy had
this to say in her column for Bloomberg
three weeks after the tasting: (November
28) “like the Canadian judges, I ranked
Ontario chardonnays as No. 1 and No. 2,
ahead of the oakier Napa examples. They
were brilliant: light and crisp, with spiky
acidity, succulent layers of lemon-lime
and stony flavours, and a flinty elegance
missing from the California wines.”
Outspoken Toronto writer Konrad Ejbich
said he found the results to be “completely predictable: PEC crushes California”
and the idea for the event “terrific”.
For my part I too was of the opinion that
the outcome was inevitable and predictable from a professionals point of view,
but I also knew consumers would swing
the other way, California is about big and
creamy while Ontario is about acidity and
elegance and it seems creamy and opulent
wins out in the eye of the consumer because that’s what they’ve been told– big
is always better as they say in Texas – but
it shouldn’t, not when it comes to Chardonnay.
The good news is the Royal Winers found
the event to be so popular, so successful
and so eye-opening they are going to be
doing it all again, but this time with Pinot
Noir, November 4, 2017, and I hope I’m
there to witness the carnage.

by Anna Olson
Photograph by Mike McColl

Maple
Cream
Pie

C

½ cup butter, cut into pieces
1 cup whipping cream
4 large egg yolks
1 large whole egg
1 tsp. vanilla extract

Makes one 9-inch pie
Serves 8 to 10

1. For the pecan crust, preheat the oven
to 350°F (180°C). Stir the graham cracker
crumbs, pecans and melted butter together
until evenly combined and press this into
a lightly greased 9-inch pie plate. Bake
the crust for 10 minutes, and then cool
while preparing the filling.

elebrating spring in Canada
starts sooner than the first
signs of tulips, but as soon as
the maple sap starts running,
we know warm weather is
around the corner!
Celebrate the season with this luscious
cream pie – it’s like a version of butterscotch cream pie, but it’s all about the
maple!

Pecan Crust:
1 ¼ cup graham cracker crumbs
¼ cup finely chopped pecans
¼ cup unsalted butter, melted
Maple Pecans:
1 cup pecan halves
2 tbsp. pure maple syrup (dark, if possible)
Pinch of salt
Pinch of cinnamon
Filling:
¾ cup pure maple syrup (dark, if available)

Topping:
1 cup whipping cream
2 tbsp. pure maple syrup
1 tbsp. instant skim milk powder
½ tsp. vanilla extract

2. Keep the oven at 350°F (180°C). Line
a baking tray with parchment paper. Toss
the pecan halves with the maple syrup, salt
and cinnamon to coat and spread these in
an even layer on the baking tray. Bake the
pecans for about 10 minutes, stirring once
halfway through cooking, until they are
toasted. Once the pecans cool, the maple
syrup will harden on.

3. For the filling, reduce the oven temperature to 325°F (160°C). In a medium
saucepan, bring the maple syrup to a boil
and boil for 2 minutes (to reduce it and
concentrate the flavor.). Remove the pan
from the heat and whisk in the butter until it has melted. Whisk in the cream and
check that the mixture has cooled to at
least just above room temperature (set
aside a few minutes if too warm.) Whisk
in the egg yolks, whole egg and vanilla
and pour this into the cooled pie shell.
Bake the pie for about 40 minutes, until it
is set around the edges but still has a little
jiggle just in the center. Let the pie cool to
room temperature, and then chill it for at
least 4 hours before topping.
4. Whip the cream until it holds a soft peak
and fold in the maple syrup, milk powder
and vanilla. Dollop and spread this on top
of the cooled pie. Chop the maple pecans
and sprinkle these on top. The pie can be
served immediately or chilled until ready
to serve, up to 8 hours ahead.
Recipe courtesy of Food Network Canada
“Bake with Anna Olson”
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Maple in
the County
the first harvest
of the season
by Sharon Harrison

A young visitor at Loha Farms in Picton is
watching and learning about the process
of boiling sap.

W

hile we shake off the
remnants of winter,
the calendar technically reads spring, and if
Mother Nature is on
cue, it is the time in the year when the sap
begins to flow. Often referred to as the
first harvest of the season, the first trickle of sap comes in early- to mid-March,
depending on the temperature. While it
is not technically a crop in the traditional
sense of the word, maple sap is produced
by Mother Nature, and once harvested
and processed becomes maple syrup—
the sweet gold liquid is 100 percent pure,
natural and sustainable.
For the magic to happen, there are two
significant numbers to bear in mind when
talking maple syrup. For guaranteed suc-
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cess, those numbers must read minus five
degrees Celsius at night and plus five degrees Celsius during the day. Too cold,
especially at night, and the sap will freeze
solid and simply refuse to flow: too warm,
especially during the day, and the sap will
dry up and won’t run. The formula needs
to be just right for the magic to work, but
when it does, it is a truly extraordinary
process.
Maple in the County, an annual event celebrating everything maple is held every
March. Now in its 16th year, the family-focused event sees the enthusiastic participation of 12 sugarbushes (sugar shacks
and farms) throughout the County, along
with many other establishments including
wineries, restaurants and breweries. But it
is the food and the ever-growing variety of

maple-themed products that make Maple
in the County famous for miles around.
Sweet treats include traditional pancake
breakfasts drizzled–or drenched–in maple syrup, maple pork or maple chicken
sausages, maple kettle corn, maple butter,
maple caramel apples, maple sugar, maple s’mores, and a perennial favourite,
mouth-watering maple taffy on snow.
While food is a big part of the weekend
festivities, there are plenty of activities at
various locations scattered throughout the
area with wagon rides, lumberjack shows,
horse and buggy rides, petting zoos, face
painting, and barnyard animals including young lambs. If the weather is a little
chilly, hot chocolate, mulled wine and hot
apple cider are available and some locations will have campfires to keep fingers

and toes warm. If a short hike is needed
to burn off the extra calories consumed,
several locations have self-guided sugarbush tours where you can get up close and
personal with the tapped maple trees and
the running sap. It is as close to nature
as one can get. Many operations now use
high-tech plastic tubing systems to collect
the sap, but a few still use tin buckets so
visitors can experience the old-fashioned
way of collecting sap.
Once the sap (referred to as “maple water”
or “maple sap”) is collected, the next step
is to watch the sap turn into maple syrup.
A number of the sugar shacks and sugar
houses are expected to have evaporators
up and running for the weekend allowing
visitors to witness firsthand the process
of the sap being boiled down as it slowly
thickens into syrup —this process is usually referred to as “sugaring” or “sugaring
off”. You can even learn about reverse osmosis. The entire labour-intensive process
is a fascinating one, marvelled by children
and grown-ups alike.
Canada is the largest producer of maple
syrup in the world: 71 percent of global
production happens right here in Canada – 91 percent of which is produced in
Québec. Ontario is the second largest producer.
According to the Ontario Maple Syrup
Producers Association, “Ontario maple
syrup producers produced approximately
four million litres of maple syrup, valued at over $53 million in 2011, making
it an important part of our rural and provincial economy.” It takes about 40 litres
of sap to make one litre of maple syrup.
Think about that for a moment. Forty litres equates to a lot of drips which have
to be tapped, collected, boiled, processed
and bottled. Next time you think a bottle
of pure Canadian maple syrup is pricey,
think about this unique quality product
and the steps it takes to get the amber liquid into the bottle.
While it should be remembered maple
syrup has a very high sugar content, it
is surprisingly nutritious. High in manganese and riboflavin, pure maple syrup
also contains zinc, B-vitamins and magnesium. Maple syrup is not only fat-free,
but it contains 15 times more calcium than
honey, and has more calcium (by volume)
than milk. It also contains more potassium (by weight) than bananas, but with

all sweet treats, it should be consumed in
moderation (except, of course, on Maple
in the County weekend).
What better way to welcome the arrival
of spring and celebrate the first harvest of
the season as Maple in the County turns
sweet sixteen. Working within an ap-

proximate six-week window, sap season
is short so be sure to get outside to enjoy
this very early spring crop—it’s a tradition and one looked forward to each year.
And don’t forget to pick up some genuine
pure Ontario maple syrup—no imitations
allowed.
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Yellow Warbler

Tree Swallows

OUTDOOR PURSUITS
Birding - Beyond The Binoculars
by Christine Kirkland
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I

f when you hear the term
“Bird-watching” it evokes a vision
of an elderly individual dressed
in beige and sporting a flappy-brimmed hat, doddering about
the park with binoculars and a little dog,
you’re not alone. While such laid-back
observation techniques may suit some
just fine, there are many others who have
taken flight with the activity now widely
referred to as “Birding”.
Apart from the basic fact that birds can
bring joy to even the hardest of hearts,
they are undeniably intriguing creatures
for so many reasons. The sheer diversity
of kind within the bird family is, in itself,
astonishing. Hawks, Sparrows, Woodpeckers, Chickadees. Breaking it down
further, within each kind there are appearance variations between male and female,
young and old, changing even according
to season.
The motivators that compel people to observe birds with such passion are obvious.
These magical creatures are generously

endowed with the gift of producing a myriad of musical sounds and songs. To the
eye, most birds are strikingly beautiful,
boasting a wide range of shimmering co-

I could say,
personally, I feel most
alive when I’m
walking on a trail on a
May morning watching
and listening – smelling
the air – just totally
in the zone.

"

lours and patterns. And, unlike any other
animal in existence (apart from the Bat,
which incidentally is not beautiful), birds
can fly.

Flight is a marvel that sets birds apart
from the rest of the ground-imprisoned
creatures, however the phenomenon
doesn’t end there. Migration for many
birds consists of travelling thousands of
kilometres, sometimes spanning multiple
continents, through adverse weather conditions, all while completing this astonishing feat of endurance not just once, but
twice a year!
So much more information is now known
about the migratory patterns of birds than
ever before, thanks to major advancements in technology, and the dedication
of scientists and birders alike. The Prince
Edward Point Bird Observatory in Prince
Edward County is one of many locations
province-wide whose primary purpose is
to operate as a Bird Population Monitoring Station mainly focusing on the spring
and fall migration periods. Peter Fuller,
President of the Board, puts forth that
the volunteer-run centre is able, among
other things, to reveal species at risk. In
addition, the Observatory hosts a yearly

Spring Festival complete with demonstrations by licensed banders as they band
and release birds, as well as guided walks
along the many trails the area offers. This
is ideal for the beginner in birding as it
provides great opportunities for bird identification under the tutelage of an expert.
Getting started in birding isn’t difficult
and does not require a lot of expensive
equipment or tools. Long-time, avid birder Drew Monkman suggests to begin with
a quality pair of binoculars, and a comprehensive bird identification book - Sibley’s
Guide to the Birds of North America is his
recommendation. Monkman, a retired elementary school teacher, has been enthusiastic about birds from the age of eleven,
when his father built for him his first bird
feeder.
“Spring is definitely the most exciting
time of the year for birders,” he states,
appertaining to the different species that
return to the area from places as far away
as Latin America. “The birds are in their
breeding plumage too, which makes them
– I guess you might say – more spectacular.”
Monkman maintains that the best birding
is early in the morning, especially on a
damp May morning, with light rains and
winds from the south. His location of
choice is along the edge of a field, or in
a woodlot.

“I could say, personally, I feel most alive
when I’m walking on a trail on a May
morning watching and listening – smelling the air – just totally in the zone.”
Monkman reveals that when he’s birding in the spring, he is listening as much
as he’s watching. “I’m listening to the
songs. Each of the warblers has a different
song… and with practice, you can learn
them.”
The benefits of birding are often farther-reaching than simply experiencing
the joy of observing beautiful creatures,
and the gratification from success in identification.
“An interest in birds leads to an interest in
everything else, because to become a better birder you need to be, at a minimum,
able to identify and know different habitat
types. This means you have to have some
knowledge of trees. Before you know it,
you’re becoming a botanist too!”
And that inevitably leads to a greater consideration for nature as a whole.
“When you’ve been doing this for a long
time,” Monkmon explains, “it becomes
about the state of the environment… because you expect to see and hear certain
species in certain habitats, at certain times
of the year. And when those birds show
up where and when you expect them to,
there’s a certain satisfaction. The birds
of May are returning. Everything is right
with the world.”

Northern Cardinal

It’s all about...

Spring
stylings

125 Stores & Services
including
Blue Jay

Sears . Roots . Eddie Bauer
Cleo . Old Navy . Winners . Ricki’s
Le Château . Shumaker . Maurices

quintemall.com

Chickadee
Great Spotted
Woodpecker

North Front & Hwy 401 . Exit 543A
Belleville . 613-968-3571
Monday-Friday 9:30am-9pm
Saturday 9:30am-6pm . Sunday 11am-5pm
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The Shop on the Corner
Arts and Crafts
in the
Limestone City
by Sharon Harrison
photographs provided by Cornerstone Canadian Art & Craft
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ocated in Kingston’s downtown, Cornerstone Canadian
Art & Craft can be found at
the bustling intersection of
Ontario and Princess Streets.
The distinctive 1830s heritage building
forms part of Kingston’s characterful
streetscape, which now sees a blend of old
and newer structures at its core. Cornerstone, a solid and imposing structure of
honeyed limestone, welcomes passersby,
locals and visitors alike, and sits among
familiar historic landmarks along the
nearby waterfront.
Established in 1981, Penny Knapp has
independently owned and operated Cornerstone since 2014. Penny describes the
structure as “old and creaky and draughty”, but adds “it has a great feeling and a
great energy”. Inside, the space is divided into two big, light-filled rooms where
the works of up to 150 talented Canadian artists, artisans and craftspeople have
been beautifully and carefully curated. A
warm, friendly and inviting space awaits:
one full of colour and energy and life. The
store works with a core group of artists
and others are brought in throughout the
year to accommodate seasonal changes
and to keep things fresh and exciting.
Contemporary art melds with the traditional at Cornerstone; old-fashioned skills
blend with new applications, but mostly
you will find an interesting collection
of exquisite, well-crafted and handmade
items, many one-of-a-kind treasures. This
unique gift store welcomes many different
genres in its collection from well-known
artists to those just starting out. There
is art for your wall, a soapstone walrus
sculpture for your desk, and a carved
windswept Jack pine for the mantel. There
are textiles and fabric art, pottery and
glass wares. Corporate and executive gifts

Left: First Nations Prints by Three Trees
Art, Mark Nadjiwan

are available too, whether it is to celebrate
a retirement, to recognize a long-serving
employee, a promotion or other occasion.
With sufficient notice, personalized messages or corporate logos can be engraved
on many items.
Affordable art is achieved with price
points starting at $2 and working up to
several thousand, making art accessible
for all. Cornerstone has etchings, felt art
and turned wooden bowls; they showcase
a range of fine jewellery, pewter items and
ceramics, too. Impressively, everything at
Cornerstone is proudly 100 percent Canadian-made. And don’t forget to view the
aboriginal room on your visit. Still a work
in progress, Penny is passionate about indigenous art and the people who create
it. She is currently developing a space to
showcase a collection of aboriginal arts
and crafts from local bands, Canada’s
great northern communities and beyond.
An online store is presently under development allowing people all over the globe
to conveniently shop and experience Canada’s artistic diversity.
For Penny and store manager Lisa, it is
not just about securing the next sale. They
hope people will experience all of what
Canada’s great and diverse pool of artists’ have to offer, and it is evident they
are passionate about supporting Canadian artists as well as promoting Canada.
Cornerstone is a place to linger awhile,
discover a new artist, and maybe learn
something new along the way. It is a place
where imaginations soar; a place to have
fun. Penny wants people to feel welcome
when they visit; to browse at their leisure
absorbing everything the stimulating environment has to offer. She and her lovely
staff hope the experience may help others
explore their own creativity, tap into an
existing passion or rediscover a long-lost
interest. Penny would like visitors, especially children and youth, to be inspired;
to learn to love art from an early age, to
understand and appreciate what it represents, and to be affected by its powerful
draw. It is important to Penny for people
to familiarize themselves with Canadian
art and artists, and to appreciate the entire
artistic process and all it embraces.
Cornerstone is not just a gift store and a
business; it is part of the local community.
They participate in various local events,
including Shop After Dark held twice a

Right: Store Manager Lisa Scales
(L) and Owner Penny Knapp (R)

Bold Prints of Original Oil Works by
Shadow Lynx Artworks, Nathalie Parenteau
Exquisite Marquetry Wood Working by
Maple Hollow Studios, Nick Hally

year in the spring and again in the fall.
In the summer months, visitors can watch
demonstrations by a glass wire artist who
encourages audience participation. And
to mark Canada’s sesquicentennial, a
collection of small packable gift items,
representing artists from coast-to-coastto-coast, will be available especially for
travellers or those wishing to send a gift
across the country. Whether it is a wedding or a birth, an anniversary or a “just
because” gift, Cornerstone offers an eclectic range of beautifully-crafted wares. The
dedicated, friendly and knowledgeable
staff, led by manager and proud Kingstonian Lisa Scales, is always on hand to
assist customers. Penny is proud of her
hand-picked, all-female team who play an
important and integral role in making the
“shop on the corner” stand out from the
crowd.
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Juliet's Answer: One Man's Search
for Love and the Elusive Cure for
Heartbreak by Glenn Dixon

by Kingston Writersfest

packed to the brim with colourful characters – no two-dimensional guys and
dolls here, these are real people with big
personalities, big secrets, and big faults.
This is a fascinating look at the impact
of prohibition on the lives of cops, criminals, their families, and the community as
a whole. If you enjoy Boardwalk Empire
or The Wire, you’ll want to get your hands
on a copy of this page-turner.
Little Heaven by Nick Cutter
Not for the faint of heart, Nick Cutter’s
latest book continues his fascination with
the parallel explorations of monstrous
creatures and monstrous men. The story
flips between 1980 and 1965, drawing the
reader deeper into the mysteries of a trio
of mercenaries with shady, cursed lives,
and the strange and isolated community of
Little Heaven. The novel is full of shocks,
surprises, and is not shy with the gory details, but it’s a cut above the usual horror
fiction you might be accustomed to. If you
like your scares smart, Cutter’s your man.

W

ho can help but be
excited by the return
of Spring? Fresh air,
melting snow, and, for
bibliophiles, a fresh
crop of fantastic new writing. Here is a
little sampling of what we’ve been reading to get us through the winter, and some
warming prose to welcome us into the
new season.

Men Walking on Water by Emily Schultz
Rum runners, mobsters, conmen and more
than a couple of tough dames grace the
pages of Emily Schultz’s latest novel.
Schultz does a masterful job of pulling
back the curtains on late 1920’s Detroit in
the dying days of prohibition in a novel
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Moonglow by Michael Chabon
In Moonglow, Chabon uses the deeply
personal – a fictionalized memoir of a
man known only as ‘my grandfather’, to
paint a vivid picture of life in Mid-Century America. Through charming, delicious
prose, the story unfolds in short dreamlike
sequences, as Chabon relays (with admitted embellishment) his grandfather’s reveries. These stories – of love, war, loss,
rakish and reckless behavior, held close
to his chest for most of his life, are finally confessed, to the reader’s delight,
through a tongue-loosening combination
of painkillers and knowledge of impending death. A compelling and well-crafted
piece of history and prose you’ll want to
savor over a series of quiet afternoons.

When Glenn Dixon is spurned by love,
he does something some might find
counter-intuitive. Rather than run from
or renounce that passionate emotion, he
books a flight to Verona, Italy and enters
a world normally occupied by women as
he answers letters from the love-lorn as
one of Juliet’s secretaries. Glenn teaches
us about the real history of the world’s
more famous star-crossed lovers, Romeo
and Juliet, about the intricacies of Shakespeare’s play, and the secrets of beautiful,
historic Verona, and in the process bares
his own heart in a way that is touching
and authentic.

At Home,
Away from
Home

More Upcoming
Books We're Excited
About:

by Nicole Bergot-Browning

Blind Spot by Teju Cole
A multi-media travel diary full of evocative prose and over 150 captivating
photos from around the globe, written
and photographed by Teju Cole, the
award-winning author of Open City
and photography critic for The New
York Times Magazine.
Only Child by Andrew Pyper
A return to his roots in gothic-style fiction, Pyper crafts a tense and surprising
psychological thriller full of family secrets, monstrous beings, and strangers
with suspicious pasts and curiously intimate knowledge of his protagonist’s
life.
Comma by Jennifer Still
While sitting at the bedside of her
brother, who fell into a month’s long
coma, award-winning poet Jennifer
Still was moved to write a series of
poems, inspired by her brother’s handwritten field guide of prairie grasses.
The result is an entirely unique conversation, a call and response in which
she borrows from and alters his written
words to reflect on their relationship.

I

f you’ve driven along the Loyalist
Parkway in August, hung out at
Sandbanks over a July long weekend, visited one of the 40 or so
county vineyards, or eaten at a hot
new gastropub recently, then you have
probably clued in to the fact that Prince
Edward County has become a major tourist destination. And with all those visitors comes a need for places for the weary travellers to lay their heads after the
wine tours and boutique shopping. This
is where the humble B&B comes in, but
before you roll your eyes and conjure up
images of stuffy rooms, frilly bed sheets,
floral papered walls smelling of potpourri and awkward breakfasts with rubbery
eggs, the B&Bs of today’s Prince Edward
County have risen to the high expectations of city dwellers visiting from nearby
Ottawa, Toronto and even further afield.
In fact, you might say there has never
been a more exciting time to visit, or own
and operate, a B&B. Joan Von Gard, owner of vacation rental agency, County Holiday Homes, says she sees more and more
young people getting into the B&B business. “They’re hearing about the county

and getting in on the action,” she says.
Many of her clients are buying property in
Prince Edward County as an investment.
With no big hotel chains nearby they’re
finding it easy to fill their rooms for tourist season. “It’s a good way to invest in
a piece of real estate and have it pay for
itself,” she says.
But before you worry that it’s all beard
combs, craft ale and plaid shirts, there are
plenty of inn owners who offer just the
right amount of modern hipness, and old
fashioned charm.
Originally from Toronto, Sylvia Cambray took a very circuitous route before
opening The Mystic Dandelion B&B in
Bloomfield in 2015. After university she
married and moved to the French islands
of Saint-Pierre et Miquelon, relocating to
Toulouse with her children following the
death of her husband. It was there she met
her current husband, a chef named Sébastien, and with him she discovered her
passion for hosting, when they opened a
restaurant together. They moved to Prince
Edward County in 2009 to be closer to her
family, and started The Mystic Dandelion
a few years later. Now Sylvia welcomes

Boutique Bed & Breakfast
and Tea Room

Family Functions • Weddings
Special Events • Business Meetings
Afternoon Teas (details on website)
1725 Old Highway 2, Belleville, K8N 4Z2
613-966-1028 • 1-866-466-6876
innkeepers@montroseinn.ca
montroseinn.ca
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Top Left: 'The Owners Suite' at the
Drake Devonshire. Photo by Nikolas Koenig
Bottom Left: 'Riverview Room' at the Black
River Bed & Breakfast. Photo by Judy Cole

guests from all over the world. In addition
to a comfortable bed and a gourmet breakfast (she cooks, not Sébastien “I am quite
a good cook myself,” she wants you to
know) - she offers a sanctuary of healing
for stressed out city dwellers, “I want to
help people restore balance and health,”
she says. She practises Reiki, a gentle energy healing technique, on willing guests
and she also gives one-on-one nutritional
consultations. She came up with the name
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Mystic Dandelion, “it seemed like the
perfect name for me,” she says. “The dandelion is actually a very powerful medicinal plant… the puffball makes us think of
making wishes, of believing in magic, of
happy times, of escaping our stressful reality for a little bit of bliss. That is what I
want people to experience when they stay
at The Mystic Dandelion B&B.”
Bob Connor is the owner of three B&Bs
in Trent Hills: Windswept on the Trent,

Hastings House and Emilyville Inn. Since
opening he has been surprised by the
number of younger visitors coming more
frequently to the county. “I thought we’d
be catering to seniors with disposable
incomes, but most of the people staying
here are in their 20s and 30s,” he says.
He started the business with his daughter,
and he didn’t know what to expect. “I had
no idea, I’d never stayed in a B&B before,” he says. But one thing he did know
was what people wanted; “travellers want
to hear from a local about where to go,
they like creature comforts, a TV, a nice
bed.” And that’s what his properties offer,
“we’re pretty upscale, here,” he says.
Where Bob and Sylvia strive for old world
charm and hospitality, the Drake Devonshire in Wellington is a high end boutique
hotel and restaurant geared towards an urbanite who yearns for some country down
time (here you are likely to find a local
craft beer). GM, Karla Brennen emails
that, “city dwellers need a rural escape,
which we’ve created here.” She describes
the arrival experience of their typical
clientele; “once they cross over into the
County, something magical seems to happen: they relax, they slow down, they
breathe and they take a minute to revel
in the unrivalled beauty they have just
stepped into.” The Devonshire fancies
Prince Edward County to be Toronto’s
version of the Hamptons – a summer destination for affluent New Yorkers, with a
long beach and an interior of farmland –
sound familiar? It strives to be as much
of a destination for locals as for visitors,
“[the locals] are an amazing community
of artists, musicians, entrepreneurs, farmers and vintners… we’re fortunate to have
become a part of such a strong, creative,
vibrant community.”
It is that community that is drawing more
and more people to the county, making the
B&B business a booming one.

Home Away from Home
Vacation Rental Specialists
for Prince Edward County

www.countyholidayhomes.com
info@countyholidayhomes.com

1-866-576-5993

2274 Prince Edward County Rd 1, Bloomﬁeld
613.3931414 • huﬀestates.com

68 Morrison Point Road, Black River
Waterfront • Best reviews in Prince Edward County
613 476 7346 BlackRiverBB.com
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Welcome to Wellings® of Picton
{ APARTMENTS FOR ADULTS OVER 55 }

Choose to live well in a
community for adults over
55, designed for comfort,
convenience and fun.

Wellings of Picton
Living Well in Prince Edward County
by Sharon Harrison
photography by Kelly Taylor

I

magine enjoying a three-course,
executive chef-prepared meal every evening without having to lift a
finger. One made from scratch with
fresh, in-season, locally-sourced
ingredients. Imagine being able to take
yourself off to the library for a few hours
without leaving home. Or partake in a
game of pool with friends. It’s a little
like being on vacation but imagine if the
holiday didn’t end. Imagine feeling as if
you were on vacation every day. Imagine
meeting new people where acquaintances quickly turn into lasting friendships.
Imagine if all of this and more were available in beautiful Prince Edward County.
Wellings of Picton blends active and independent living with the benefits of large
communal spaces together with on-site
amenities and services. Atrium living
brings people together. The large, and truly impressive, communal park-like space
houses the dining area along with zoned
recreational areas. Imagine having a private space where you lock your door and
shut out the world when you chose, but
mix with people of a similar demographic
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when you yearn for some company. Imagine being able to play cards or shuffle
board with a bunch of new friends without
having to drive somewhere. Imagine having a theatre steps from your front door.
Adult-lifestyle community living is not a
new concept in Canada. Nautical Lands
Group, an Ontario-based award-winning company, is a trusted builder and
developer with 23 years industry experience. Their latest venture, a four-storey, purpose-built structure is located on
the outskirts of Prince Edward County’s
largest town: population 4,500. The building consists of 88 one- and two-bedroom
apartments starting at 769 square feet and
going up to just over 900 square feet—
monthly lease rates start at $2,495. Less
than 10 minutes gets you to the bustling
town of Picton with its many shops and
services; it’s an hour to Kingston and just
two-and-a-half to Toronto.
There is no catch at Wellings. You simply pay month-by-month for as long
as you wish to stay. It’s that easy. This
unique concept means you pay for what
you use, simply adding more meals or

services tailored to suit your individual
requirements, whether it is healthcare or
housekeeping. In return, you will receive
maintenance-free, independent living in
private accommodation with concierge
service, on-site parking and much more,
in a safe, secure and convenient environment. Each light-filled, condo-style
apartment comes with a full kitchen and
three stainless-steel appliances, a walkin shower, plus a washer and dryer—and
most importantly, each apartment has its
own temperature control.
Whether you are a single or a couple,
Wellings is about a way of life and a sense
of community where relationships grow
and strangers quickly become friends.
Wellings of Picton is about choice. It’s
about taking a proactive approach, choosing how you want the next chapter of your
life to unfold. In addition to your own
private balcony or patio, the peaceful outside spaces consist of fully-landscaped
gardens and walking paths for all to enjoy. There is a barbeque area, a substantial
courtyard and a water garden. They have
a thing about pets, too. Their philosophy:
pets are simply part of the family and are
therefore most welcome. There is even a
fenced-in pet park right on-site.
You don’t have to imagine any longer.
Drop in and see for yourself what Wellings
of Picton has to offer. You won’t be disappointed, and it may just be the start of
the next exciting chapter of your life.

NOW
OPEN!

Enjoy maintenance free living,
fully equipped on-site wellness
gym, restaurant and available
health services if you need
them.

45%
leased

All apartments have full
size kitchens, stainless steel
appliances and in-suite washer
and dryer.
Visit Wellingsofpicton.com for
all the community details.

®
Apartments for Adults over 55

617 County Road 49, Picton
General Manager: Rachel Henry
613-707-0431
wellingsofpicton.com

SHAPE
MATTERS
by Tony Aspler

N

eed to change your glasses? Wine glasses, that is.
In a facetious moment I once wrote, ‘A great wine will taste good even
out of a Wellington boot.’
Not that I ever put it to the test; but a whole industry has grown up to
prove me wrong. Maybe not wrong, but misguided. Because the most
renowned glass company in the world, Riedel (a business that dates back to 1756), has
shown us that a wine tastes better from a glass designed to deliver it to certain parts of
the palate. And this means specific glasses for specific wines.
The Robert Mondavi Winery was first out of the blocks to beat the drum for Riedel
stemware. In the early 1990s I attended a tasting of Mondavi Chardonnay and Cabernet
Sauvignon served in three different glass shapes, one of which was the Riedel glass
designed for wines made from those particular grape varieties. (You can replicate this
tasting at home by taking a V-shaped cocktail glass, a water tumbler and a tulip-shaped
glass). The result was a ‘Road to Damascus’ revelation. The wine really did taste better
from the Riedel’s vessels.
‘Content commands shape’ is a maxim on Riedel’s website that sounds like something
Marshall McLuhan might have uttered in his cups. But when it comes to the enjoyment
of wine, shape does matter.
Which brings me to the question of champagne. The universal symbol for champagne is,
unfortunately, the saucer-shaped coupe glass. This mini-birdbath was created for Queen
Victoria who suffered flatulence when drinking champagne and needed something that
would kill the bubbles. (Also used for that purpose was the swizzle stick that opens up
like a Lilliputian umbrella without the fabric. By working it between the thumb and
forefinger you can rid a sparkling wine of its bubbles before you can say, ‘What are you
doing to my wine?’)

Let’s face it. Coupes are the worst possible
receptacle for champagne. They provide a
lake-like surface for the wine which causes it to go flat quickly and warms it up too
fast; they give your nose a bath with every sip and you ‘backwash’ because of its
large circumference that allows too much
wine into your mouth at once. If you have
these monstrosities at home, use them for
ice cream; otherwise Dionysus will descend from the clouds and smite you with

a vine stock.
The coupe went out of fashion when winemakers insisted that the best glasses for all
sparkling wines are elongated flutes that
look like cows’ udders. They maintained
the wine at a more constant temperature
and you can see the upwards passage of
the bubbles. The small circumference
makes you form your lips into the shape
of a kiss that allows only a tiny amount of
wine to enter your mouth with each sip.

But the wheel of fashion turns and sparkling wine producers now prefer their
wines to be served in the standard glass
for white wine – think of a pear-shaped
glass narrowing to the rim that captures
and holds the bouquet.
In 1999 I participated in a workshop at Inniskillin, conducted by Georg Riedel and
Donald Ziraldo. The idea was to come
up with a design for the perfect Icewine
glass. After several flights in different

WIN

THE ULTIMATE
COUNTY GETAWAY!
3 Nights at our Exclusive Guest
House, Patio Lunch & More.
to enter visit

CasaDeaEstates.com/Win

DISCOVER A COUNTY ORIGINAL
Start your Prince Edward County experience at one of the most established and largest vineyards
in the County. Featuring more than 15 varieties of wine and Italian inspired food on our patio.

For the love of wine.

1186 GREER ROAD, WELLINGTON, ONTARIO KOK 3LO |
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#WineChat
with Konrad Ejbich
#RIPLeClosJordanne
Le Clos Jordanne is dead. Long live Le
Clos Jordanne. After winemaker Sebastien
Jacquey left LCJ to produce appassimento wines for Len Crispino’s Foreign Affair
Winery, much consultation and evaluation
ensued behind closed doors at Constellation’s Mississauga head offices over what to
do about the high-profile “Burgundian project.” Sadly, the decision taken was to shutter
the operation, sell off surplus stock, and
abandon the brand. It’s time to do a cellar
inventory, folks. Remaining bottles now take
on collector value.

#HelloArterra
Meanwhile, Constellation’s award-winning
Jackson-Triggs winemaker, Marco Picolli,
was enlisted to develop a new line of “ultra-premium wines to showcase Niagara’s
dynamic terroir.” With the old Burgundian
shackles of LCJ removed, Picolli had free
reign to experiment. His first two releases—a sulfite-free Chardonnay and an appassimento Pinot Noir—were released
this past Christmas under the brand name
Arterra. The new line of small-batch VQA
wines may soon include other noble red
and white varieties that express the Niagara Peninsula. According to Constellation’s
PR department best, the new name reflects
Picolli’s winemaking “art” combined with the
appellation’s many unique “terra.”
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glasses, the form that we finally zeroed
in on - a shape that delivered the bouquet and flavours of Icewine most satisfactorily - was a tulip that narrows to a
‘V’ towards the stem, giving it more of a
diamond silhouette.
Recently I did a comparison of stemware
with Michael Vaughan, publisher of the
newsletter, ‘Vintages Assessments.’ We
lined up an ISO glass (the industry standard 7oz tasting glass), a Riedel Vinum
Chardonnay/Montrachet glass, the Eisch
‘Breathable Glass’, the Lucaris Desire
Universal, the Zalto Burgundy glass,
Zalto Bordeaux, Zalto Universal for the
white wines and added the Oberglas Passion Red glass for the red wines. Then we
tasted the following wines from all the
glasses. Henry of Pelham Estate Chardonnay 2015: The best results - the Zalto Burgundy glass ($79.95 a stem) with Riedel
Vinum Chardonnay/Montrachet coming
second ($30).
Henry of Pelham Unoaked Chardonnay
2015: Best results - Zalto Burgundy; runner-up Lucaris Desire ($12).
Robert Mondavi Pinot Noir Private Selection 2014: Best results: Zalto Burgundy;
runner-up Riedel Vinum Pinot Noir ($60).
Speck Family Cabernet Merlot Reserve
2012: Best results - Zalto Burgundy, runners-up, Zalto Bordeaux, Oberglas Passion (~ $12).
A final thought. Riedel, having spent a
couple of decades convincing wine lovers
to serve wines in stemware that respects
the integrity of wines made in a variety
of regions and styles. Then they came out
with their ‘O’ series. They called these
glasses, ‘the first varietal specific wine
tumbler in history.’ It’s a collection of
bowls without stems.
For years we wine lovers have been educated not to hold a glass by the bowl as
this will warm up the wine as well as leaving greasy fingerprints on the crystal that
impair our appreciation of colour. There
is no way to hold this glass except by the
bowl. But at least you won’t snap off any
stems in the dishwasher. And they do float
in hot tubs. So what do you do if you don’t
want to have a cabinet filled with dozens
of glasses that match each of the world’s
wines? The most versatile glass I have
found for white, red and sparkling is the
Riedel Riesling/Zinfandel glass. That’s
what I use.

Spring Produce
& Wine Pairing
by Priya Rao and Alex Powell
'A Vine Romance'

W

e did it. We survived
winter. We can look
forward to longer days
and warmer nights. We
no longer wake up and
end our workday in darkness. Spring is
here.
It’s the beginning of the growing season
with the first local produce being available. Many spring fruits and vegetables
have pronounced flavours that make them
notoriously difficult to pair with wine
but fear not—where there’s vino, there’s
a way! Here are some of our favourite
County wines matched with some of the
season’s most popular produce.
Priya: Dessert is usually the end of the
meal but to me, nothing screams ‘spring’
more loudly than strawberry rhubarb pie
and a nice rosé! Many would think of
pairing a sweet desert wine with desert
but we have some interesting options for
you, none of which are ‘sweet’.
Alex: Let’s just say strawberry rhubarb
pie is not an easy thing to pair because
you need a fresh style of wine to deal with
the acidity of strawberry and with rhu-

barb you have a vegetal component that
detracts from the overall sweetness of the
pie so what you need is a light to medium-sweet wine with a lot of fruit and good
acidity.
Priya: That’s a tall order and one we felt
would be hard pressed to find one wine
to meet the challenge, let alone three!
What’s surprising here is that these three
wines are very different from one another
yet each one complements this pie in its
own, unique way.
Alex: Our first pick is the 2012 Brut
Rosé from Grange of Prince Edward (or
‘Grange’ for short) at $35. I’m so sur

...this is the perfect time to
take a drive out to wine
country, pick up some local
produce and local wines and
gather around the dinner
table with friends and family

Biggest Show
Cheese da!
in Cana
June 3-4 , 2017

Picton Fairgrounds, Picton, Ontario

cheesefestival.ca
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Priya: Grange’s 2012 Northfield Cabernet
Franc ($35) was another great match. This
wine has nice peppery notes that blend
easily into the pepper of the arugula itself.
Similarly, Huff’s 2014 Pinot Noir Reserve
($35) has a ripe fruitiness with a hint of
pepper in the background that extends its
hand across the aisle to interlace fingers
with the arugula.
Alex: Yes, Priya, this is a very spicy-floral
pinot with blackberry and plum aromatics. It’s very pure on the palate with quite
a bit of charm and pairs nicely with this
nutty green.
Priya: Let’s move on to what is perhaps
the quintessential spring vegetable, the
noble asparagus! It’s the metallic edge to
this one that makes it tough to pair.

prised this works. The bubbles work as a
perfect palate cleanser, and the bottle aging gives a sweeter, balsamic note to the
fruit therefore allowing it to pair nicely
with the pie. It also has a slightly herbal
edge that gels with rhubarb.
Priya: I want to amend my initial comment above to this: Nothing screams
‘spring’ more loudly than strawberry rhubarb pie and a sparkling rosé! If I had my
way, I would drink only rosé all season
long. On top of Alex’s points above I felt
the creaminess of the wine cut through the
tart sweetness of the pie creating a perfect
balance.
Alex: This is a prime example of ‘contrast
pairing’, which is usually a more difficult,
and oftentimes more rewarding route to
take.
Priya: As they say, opposites attract! Our
other two matches for this pie are both
from Huff Estates. The first is their 2015
Off Dry Riesling ($20).

Alex: This Riesling is off dry, peachy and
floral and while the fruit notes are not
the same as those in the pie, the level of
sweetness, freshness and acidity creates
fine harmony.
Priya: Huff’s 2016 First Frost Vidal ($30)
is an example of ‘like meets like’. There
is more sugar in this wine, which will appeal to those who are looking for more of
a desert wine style.
Alex: Next up is arugula, which is challenging because it has a grassy, herbal
component and a nutty, black pepper finish. The easiest style to complement this
spring green is a sparkling wine produced
in the champagne method and we have
two of these options for you--the 2011

The Grange of Prince Edward
County Vinyards and Estate
Winery
2011 Traditional Method Brut $30
2012 Brut Rosé $35
2012 Northfield Cabernet Franc $35

Traditional Method Brut from Grange
($30) and the 2011 Peter H. Huff Brut
($40). Both displayed aged characters on
the nose of brioche, dried yellow apple
and Brazil nut. Both had a mellow fizz as
well, which did not overpower the arugula
yet matched its freshness.

Alex: For asparagus we had to look to
the ‘star’ of white wines when it comes
to food-friendly vino and that is Riesling.
Stanners’ 2014 Riesling ($23) is particularly well suited to asparagus given its
curious, green licorice and lemony nose
and super tart, fresh palate.
Priya: I thought the exact same thing, that
the sweetness of the asparagus was perfectly offset by the tartness of the Riesling.
Alex: Beets often pose a problem for wine
pairings as well due to their robust, earthy
flavor coupled with sweet purple fruit
notes. A wine that worked well here is one
that displayed similar notes. Stanners’
2014 Barrel Select Pinot Noir ($39) melds
very well with the beets as they bring out
its floral elements and the earthy notes
in both matches nicely with one another.

This wine has enough depth to stand up to
the explosive finish of the beets.
Priya: On top of that I felt that the
smoothness of this Pinot Noir made the
beets taste less acidic and had a great balancing effect.
Alex: You can’t talk about spring produce
and leave artichoke out of the conversation!

Uncork. Unwind.
Unmatched.
Tasting Room
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Guided Tours

Oeno Gallery

Winemakers Suite

Huff Estates: a special place in Prince Edward County.
Discover fine wines at Huff Estates Winery, contemporary
art at Oeno Gallery and first class accommodations at the
Inn, all in one unmatched location.

Huff Estates Winery & Inn
2011 Peter H. Huff Brut $40
2016 First Frost $30
2014 Pinot Noir Reserve $35
2014 South Bay Vineyard Chardonnay $30
2015 Riesling $20

..art, wine and accommodation go
naturally together. — Lanny Huff

Winery: 613-393-5802
Inn: 613-393-1414
www.huffestates.com
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Spring
Cleaning

Priya: You really
are a big fan of
this crazy
vegetable.
We served it
in simple pasta
with roasted pine
nuts, fresh cherry
tomatoes and grated
lemon zest.

2014 Barrel Select Pinot Noir $39
2014 Riesling $23
2015 Chardonnay PEC $30

Priya: The buttery quality
of these wines were such a
natural extension of the mild

Crickets:
The New Protein

In the Supercritical CO 2 Extraction Applied Research Laboratory at Loyalist
College, Andrew Goulah stands in front
of two incubators, each fixed at different
temperatures. From the incubator set at
47 degrees Celsius, he pulls out a sealed
package and opens it. At first glance, it
looks like ground almonds, hot chocolate
or Bisto gravy.
“Some people say it smells like cocoa,”
said Goulah, as he brings the pouch to his
nose. “But I don’t smell that at all.”
It’s hard to describe what crickets, milled
into a powder, smell like. As he continues
to inhale, he assesses the potential rancidity of the product. The longer it sits, the
more powerful the scent becomes. It’s an
exercise in testing its shelf-life.
Goulah is the College’s CO 2 Lab Technologist and has been working under the
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lead of Loyalist Biosciences Professor
Dr. Kari Kramp on a project with Entomo
Farms.
Jarrod Goldin, Co-Founder and President
of Entomo Farms states that, “We are the
largest insect farm in North America that
raises insects for human consumption.”
Based in Norwood, Ontario, Entomo
Farms provides protein alternatives in the
form of the organic and world-class insect
proteins with great tasting products and
recipes. To date, they have six products
for sale, including whole roasted crickets,
organic gluten-free crickets and mealworm powders.
This 12-month project is funded by the
Government of Ontario through Ontario
Centres of Excellence (OCE) Voucher for
Innovation and Productivity (V IP). As a
part of the OCE Collaboration Voucher
Program, V IP helps established companies, in partnership with academia, develop innovative products, processes and
services with a focus on expanding export
markets. The project is also funded by the
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC).
“Loyalist will provide us with the necessary results we need to bring our cricket
powder line to market, by determining the

detox for the
body & mind

flavor of the artichokes while the starch
in the pasta further accentuated the wine’s
creamy texture.

by Christine Kirkland

All in all, this is the perfect time to take
a drive out to wine country, pick up some
local produce and local wines and gather
around the dinner table with friends and
family. The cool climate and fresh, tart
nature of Prince Edward County wines
make them ideal complements to spring
produce.

shelf-life and ‘best before’ date for our
cricket powder packaging,” said Goldin.
Cricket powder plays an important role in
the way society thinks about protein. Preliminary analysis conducted by Entomo
Farms revealed that the powder has twice
the amount of protein than beef, more calcium than milk, includes all nine essential
amino acids and has more iron than spinach. All of this is accomplished by using a
fraction of the farming essentials, such as
water and feed that typical beef, pork and
chicken farming require. Entomo Farms
is educating people on the relevance and
socio-political impact of society’s protein
carbon footprint.
As the original project looks at establishing a ‘best before’ date, Loyalist is also
conducting further analyses to explore
optimal storage requirements; not just in
supermarkets, but at home. Treated much
like flour, the research is looking at how
the powder reacts to everyday conditions
in glass and plastic jars. By thinking like a
customer, recommendations can be made
regarding product preservation.
Someday soon, this alternative source of
protein could become a household staple
and eating hickory-flavoured crickets, the
new norm.

S

pring is undeniably exciting.
This eloquent season carries
in its arms the promise of new
life. That which fell into the
deep slumber of winter is beginning to awaken. It is a turning point,
when stagnation is at its end and it is time
to sweep the stuffiness of the passing term
out through the open doors.
The popular expression “spring cleaning”
is utilized most often when it concerns the
house, garage, or yard. Getting rid of the
old and dirty and replacing it with the new
and clean is the general practice. While
these conventions regarding material objects are certainly good for one’s state of
well-being, there is an implementation
that is of equal, if not greater value. That
is namely, a cleansing of the body.
Just as winter denotes a general atmosphere of sluggishness, tiredness, and

"

Stanners Vineyard

Alex: Chardonnay was king
here. You’re looking for
a wine with a full, round
body, a creamy texture, a lot
of acid but without a lot of
oak. Huff’s 2014 South Bay
Vineyard Chardonnay ($30)
and Stanners’ 2015 Prince
Edward County Chardonnay
($30) both fit the bill here.

A successful detox in your body really
starts with what you eat and drink. One thing
you can do is to eat more organic fruits and
vegetables. Cut back on sugar, caffeine, alcohol,
and any processed food...

"

yoga, pilates, gts
NEW to us?
thai yoga massage
Call to book a
FREE Class
infrared sauna
today!
mindful workshops
mindful body treatments
personalized group training

613-968-1166
mindfulmovements.ca
164 Moira Street East, Belleville
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Getting balance, getting optimum health,”
Kym explains, “means you’re going to be sleeping
better. Your digestion’s better. You look better.
You’re able to fight infections and disease.
You’ll be a happy camper after that!

minion in the body. One of these factors is
our environment.
While it is true that many of the components that exist in our surroundings are
beyond our control, such as pollution
in the air, or chemical compounds used
in public areas, what we use in our own
homes is not.
Kym Riley, owner of yoga and general
wellness studio Mindful Movements in
Belleville, consults with clients regularly
about these concerns. In regards to the issue of environmental toxins her foremost
question to them is: “What are you using

"

heaviness, so can toxic overload in the
body. Symptoms such as lethargy and
a lack of energy for activities, a poorly
functioning digestive system, and a noticeable decline in skin appearance, can
all signify elevated levels of harmful elements in the body.
Transitioning to a condition of increased
toxicity seldom happens quickly. Rather,
it is a slow process, a gradual build up
over time, with not just one single contributing agent. There are several sinister
sources that work together to create the
messy state of disorder that can gain do-

Combining exercise
for the body, and
practices for the mind, like
meditation, breathing, and
visualization – calming
techniques that are going to
relax your nervous system –
actually will help to bring
on that response of being
able to sweat and be more
healthy because you’re not
as tense. Your body is
letting it go.

An effective solution Kym suggests is
using organic methods and ingredients to
make disinfectants. There are a host of essential oils that can be powerful replacements for their chemical counterparts, and
Kym frequently refers to the expertise of
an aromatherapist for recommendations.
In addition, natural components like vinegar, and baking soda, can be valuable
cleaning agents.
Another source of toxins that can weigh
the body down is in the food we ingest.
Kym describes it like this: “A successful
detox in your body really starts with what
you eat and drink. One thing you can do
is to eat more organic fruits and vegetables. Cut back on sugar, caffeine, alcohol,
and any processed food. Another thing is
to drink more water. Most of us now have
purified water, or we’re using water that’s
distilled, but it’s really important that
we’re drinking good water as well.”
After much research, Kym has compiled
an A-to-Z list of prime detox superfoods
that assist in the regulation of digestion
and elimination. This collection, which
is by no means exhaustive, includes apple, artichoke, asparagus, broccoli, carrot,
cranberry, fennel, garlic, ginger, lemon,
olive oil, onion, parsley, quinoa, rice, salad greens, seaweed, tomato, watercress,

"

and yogurt.
The final contributor to the overburden of
our systems is our lifestyle, specifically
concerning relaxation and exercise, which
are, as it happens, conjoined. The key to
elimination in this area is sweating. This
is an ingenious, if not entirely pleasant,
way for the body to eliminate pollutants;
however for as easy as sweating may
sound, there are many who have difficulty
achieving it. In the majority of cases the
inhibiting culprit is stress.
“I have found that the connection between
the body and mind is huge,” says Kym.
“Combining exercise for the body, and
practices for the mind, like meditation,
breathing, and visualization – calming
techniques that are going to relax your
nervous system – actually will help to
bring on that response of being able to
sweat and be more healthy because you’re
not as tense. Your body is letting it go.”
By combining these healthy components
and making them all work together, spring
cleaning can be a sparkling success.
“Getting balance, getting optimum
health,” Kym explains, “means you’re
going to be sleeping better. Your digestion’s better. You look better. You’re able
to fight infections and disease. You’ll be a
happy camper after that!”

Spring
...starts here
Collections
. . . Red Coral
. . . Neon Buddha
. . . Cut Loose

Accessories
. . . Fashion
Handbags
. . . Unique Jewelry
. . . Hats & Scarves

23 MAIN STREET, BOX 910
BRIGHTON 613.475.6275
www.dragonflybrighton.com
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in your home to clean?” The large majority
of cleaning products that fill the shelves at
our stores contain chemicals that are detrimental to the body. We inhale them, or
they enter our system through our largest
organ, the skin. Some amounts of noxious
substances can be adequately filtered, but
too much exposure can put our liver on
overdrive.
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RYAN’S

EYE

Backyard Retreat
designing your own personal haven
by Will Ryan
illustration by Gray Abraham

OR WHERE THERE’S WILL, THERE IS A WAY

First of all,
size doesn’t matter
when it comes to
a private outdoor
space.
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I

n this article I will address issues
that I have mentioned at various
times in other articles, but as I
will be discussing ‘garden retreats’
these come into play.
I will discuss garden size, water features,
lighting and furniture hoping this article
will be of help, if that is what you are
planning for the coming season.
First of all, size doesn’t matter when it
comes to a private outdoor space. If you
have a ground level outdoor space that is
small it is wise to forget about grass and
flower beds. If you “hardscape” the area
and have plantings in pots, the space feels
intimate and welcoming. If you have high
walls or fences, you can plant interesting
vines to climb the walls. A visual trick to
make the area seem larger is to attach a
trellis to the wall with a mirror behind it.
This helps if your walls are high and your
sunlight is limited. It can be used on an
apartment deck as well.

If you are fortunate to have a large garden
it is still advisable to have your “living”
space with wooden decking or with a hard
surface as it delineates the area from the
rest of the garden and means that the furniture doesn’t have to be moved when the
grass is cut. Unless the view is breathtaking, screening the space in some manner
makes this more intimate. This can be
done with a trellis, trees and/or shrubs,
planters or flower-beds. If planting trees,
be mindful of when and where the sun hits
the area. Also, the types of trees are an important consideration. Try to avoid ones
with large leaves that create too dense a
shade.
Even the smallest space can have a water feature, which can be as modest as a
bird bath, or a small pump in a container
that will bubble. Water features, particularly one that has a pump for some water
movement, creates a calming effect, often
attracting birds and screening out traffic

noise.
If you are fortunate enough to have a
swimming pool, then your seating area is
likely beside the pool. The same considerations can apply even though the area is
poolside rather than a patio space. However, one has to take into account that the
furniture should be heavy enough that it
doesn’t blow into the pool in bad weather
with high winds.
We are spoiled for choice for lighting
these days. There are many LED lighting
options that are placed in the garden or
in containers. However, consider mounting some lights on the fences or walls,
so that the lighting isn’t coming from below. Hurricane lamps, lanterns and good
old-fashioned candles in containers are
hard to beat when setting the mood. If you
are using garden umbrellas it is charming to attach LED rope lights or strings
of lights to the perimeter or up inside the
umbrella, particularly if you have the dining space below.
Garden furniture is a topic I have covered
before. Once again, if you are limited for
space, then you have to decide whether
your outdoor space will be an eating or sitting area. If it is primarily going to be an
eating area, then I would recommend investing in good quality comfortable seating with well made seat and back cushions
in water resistant fabric. If the chairs are
comfortable and table height then they can
also be used as regular seating. If they are
stackable then you are really on a home

run. If you have the room, think about a
bench with a lift up seat that can store the
furniture cushions. If a bench is not going
to work for you, many high end furniture
manufacturers have a matching box, or, in
some cases they have low square boxes
with lids that can be used as coffee tables.
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Local Craft
Breweries
Thrive Through
Collaboration
by Jo Anne Mathew

C

ollaboration is instrumental in any industry because it breeds innovation and creates shared learning experiences. It also generates
knowledge and awareness through participation within communities.
Ontario’s craft brewery community prides itself on being just that;
a community. It thrives on collaborating; building relationships, and creating
awareness of the historical events of a region, culture, and identifying the components that make that region stand apart from others.
Craft breweries are constantly emerging throughout Ontario, with over 100 brewers who are dedicated to creating unique, fresh tasting beer. Brewing artisans are
inspired by years of beer-making history and developing distinctive tastes, and
recipes by using a selection of naturally and locally grown ingredients.
Three Eastern Ontario breweries have made their way into the Ontario craft
brewing industry by virtue of collaborating with their respective communities
and relations with each other: The William Street Beer Company in Cobourg,
Manantler Craft Brewing Company of Bowmanville, and Port Perry’s Old Flame
Brewing Company. With few trade secrets in the industry, these breweries have
come to realize that they only benefit when they form amicable relationships
with each other – sharing ingredients, suppliers, brewing tips and even an invite
to brew some beer together. Everyone benefits from this alliance.

Brewing artisans are inspired by years of
beer-making history and developing distinctive
tastes, and recipes by using a selection of naturally
and locally grown ingredients.
To the east is William Street Brewery
Company of Cobourg, who recently
moved from their original home on William Street to a larger location on Elgin
Street. The new facility provides them
with more production space, a retail store
to showcase a broader spectrum of products, and a licensed tap room offering 12
oz. servings. Owner Sean Walpole and his
wife Karen settled in the Cobourg area five
years ago after brewing in their home in
Scarborough. Their core brands featured
daily are: “North Shore Ale”- a hoppy
blonde, “Cliff Top Pale Ale”, “Red Sky”
along with a winter seasonal brew called
“Monkey Mountain Export India Porter.”
Along with their recent move, they added
two talented graduates from the Niagara
College Brewmasters and Brewery Operations Program: Karen Belfry - Head
Brewer, and Corey Fairs who offers both
brewing and culinary experience.
Recently voted #1 Craft Beer in Northumberland for the Reader’s Choice Awards,
William Street continues to commit to
offering world-class beer in small batches. The Brewery uses local hops from
The Bickle Farm Valley Hops, a new hop
farm to Northumberland County that focuses on high quality hops that are locally
grown in a sustainable manner.
The process is similar at Manantler Craft

Brewing Company just down the road in
Bowmanville. Chris Allott, James Gorry, Oliver Ward, and Daniel Almeida, all
high school pals, started Manantler Brewery two years ago, opening up shop in the
basement of the Old Bowmanville factory.
Their small batch craft brewery and tasting room offer a wide variety of brews to
sample. Their beer is known to sell out
quickly so they recently added a 1200 litre tank to the production to help meet the
supply and demand issue.
In 2015, Manantler won the Silver Award
in Dark IPA category from the Ontario
Brewing Awards for their Dark Prince
Black IPA. They have created 60 distinctive beers to-date, and all feature
intriguing names such as – The Dark
Prince, Roberta Blondar, Liquid Swords
and Seismic Narwhal. Another claim to
fame for this brewery is that they developed and launched Clarington’s first craft
beer festival which took place on August
20th, 2016. Their next steps are to expand
their production and to build new revenue
streams. Manantler is currently pouring
their popular Clown Punch and Belgian
Pale Ale on tap.
Due north of Bowmanville, you’ll find the
town of Port Perry. Housed in the former
Ontario Carriage Works, built in 1884, is
the Old Flame Brewing Company. Jack
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Doak, self-proclaimed “Chief Torch Bearer”, his wife Sherri and partners worked
to restore the building, and develop the
brewing operation. Through the restoration process, they uncovered the origi-

nal post and beam structure, century old
brick and burnt timber from two historic
blazes.
The Doaks opened the revitalized building in 2014 and named their brewery Old

OPEN YEAR-ROUND
TUESDAY TO SUNDAY
SEPT. TO MAY:1 PM-4:30 PM
JUNE TO AUG.: 10 AM—4:30 PM

257 B RIDGE S TREET
E AST , B ELLEVILLE , ON

-TripAdvisor Review
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Flame and their craft beer Blonde, Red
and Brunette to celebrate amorous relationships gone by, yet “worth remembering.”
There are six taps pouring a revolving variety of brews created by head brew master Scott Paulter, another graduate from
the Niagara Brewery College. Scott has
implemented a reverse osmosis system
which improves the water quality for the
brewery. Old Flame has enjoyed a lot of
success, winning numerous awards over
years: in 2015 the Red Vienna Lager won
a Canadian Brewing Award, Gold Medal
and #1 Red Lager in Canada; the Brunette
Munich Dunkel Style Lager, the Red and
a seasonal Ginger Beer won Silver Medals in Ontario in 2016. Another favorite
is “Dirty Blonde” Kellerbier Style Lager,
a beer left unfiltered. Old Flame has also
won a total of 13 Niagara brewing awards.
These three young and very unique breweries are thriving within their respective
communities. They understand that demand among consumers to have locally
sourced products is increasing and have
made that an essential aspect of their respective philosophies. They brew naturally using malt and other grains, and nonmalt sugar spices among other ingredients
which are sometimes used to provide
nuanced flavours. Each brewery also features a menu of locally sourced food items
which pair well with their craft beers.
These owners and brew masters love the
challenge that stems from creating locally
crafted, fresh tasting beer made from the
best quality ingredients. Judging by their
recent successes, it would be more than
fair to say that they are rising up to that
challenge.

SASHA GALLERY
an island gallery with more than a view
by Sharon Harrison
photography by Marc Polidoro

I

t is often said, every one of us has
a story to tell. For every soul arriving on the shores of Prince Edward County to build a new life, the
sentiment couldn’t be more true.
Most of us have a story to share and Vera
Soltykewych is no different. Vera’s story
touches on loss and tragedy, but it also
embraces perseverance and strength. With
a French mother and a Ukrainian father,
Vera grew up within a creative family
unit, and while music dominated her early
environment, she eventually found herself
picking up a paintbrush.
Having painted since the age of 14, Vera
describes her acrylic paintings as “largescale, fashion illustrative: chic with an
edge”. Reflecting the female form, she
“explores the individual identity of something or someone”, personalizing her representations to produce uncomplicated yet
thought-provoking images. There is simplicity to many of her stylish canvases,
nostalgia too, where each image offers the
viewer the opportunity to explore beyond
the mysterious lady behind the dark glasses or the bikini-clad woman frolicking in
the warm lake water.
Welcome to Sasha Gallery: a clean bright
space transformed from an unused garage into a modest home gallery. With a
planned opening in spring 2017, the focus for the new gallery will include Ve-

ra’s creative prowess, but she will also
be representing area artists and is hoping
to showcase a small selection of unusual
jewellery items. With many ideas brewing, including poetry readings, the gallery
space is expected to evolve as her art and
her aspirations grow—plans to offer a
rental option for her art pieces is also in
the works.
Establishing herself into the County culture wasn’t a difficult decision for Vera.
Moving to the County from Toronto in
April 2016, she had already spent many
summers visiting: it was also her son’s favourite place. The gallery, created in her
son’s memory and named in his honour,
represents a new beginning for a grieving
mother who lost her 22-year-old son less
than two years ago. Unable to experience
his mother’s exciting new venture, Vera
delights in knowing Sasha may be smiling at the thought of a gallery bearing his
name.
Situated on an island within an island, Sasha Gallery is many things to its owner:
a comforting space to create and exhibit;
a peaceful place to heal; a corner to reflect. The view of the sand dunes across
the lake from Sheba’s Island provides
constant inspiration for her work where
Vera also draws on a lifetime of experience. Along with painting and drawing,
her background and education in graphic
design, fashion illustration and costume
design each play a role, too.

Left: Storm
Right: Woman in Scarf

Vera invites you to experience Sasha Gallery and to share in her exploration of
art, design and more. As a member of the
Prince Edward County Arts Council, her
new project comes with a ton of enthusiasm, buckets of excitement and a steadfast
determination to create fresh memories
as she builds her new life in Prince Edward County. It comes with the wisdom of
learning life can be cut short in a moment,
how opportunities need to be grabbed, and
dreams followed. But most of all, it comes
with the importance of focusing the mind
and knowing all she has to do is pick up a
paintbrush.
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more than a little magic at

Card's Bakery
Tea party jam jams
Buttertarts, brownies, Nanaimo bars, date
squares, shortbreads, church windows,
thumbprints, haystacks

by Michelle Hauser
photography by Jen Fitzpatrick (Serendipity Studios)

I

n the late 1960s my mother-in-law
was raising a growing family: three
busy boys who couldn’t get enough
fresh bread, pies and sticky buns
from Card’s Bakery. Scenic drives
to Edith Card’s place in rural Kingston
weren’t exactly day trips, but were more
welcome than the average errand. Harriet was like many other Kingstonians back
then: right at home in Edith Card’s kitchen where everyone was made to feel like a
favourite customer.
As legend goes, Edith started baking
bread out of her kitchen just to make a
little extra money. Like many women she
was raising a family and holding down the
fort while her husband was busy building
a lumber mill.
“She was a very warm person” says
Jen Moon of her grandmother. Jen is a
third-generation owner of what is one of
the Limestone City’s great family busi-
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ness success stories. “I think hands down
what she loved, and what the customers
loved the most, was the visiting and the
interaction.”
In the days before social media it was
word-of-mouth that spread like wildfire.
Before long Card’s Bakery became the
bakery of choice for discerning housewives, foodies of all stripes as well as a
special destination for cottage goers.
“The people who came in as little ones on
the way to the cottage” says Jen “are now
bringing their children to the store.” And
many of her older customers routinely
bend Jen’s ear, sharing stories about how
Card’s was part of their life.
For my mother-in-law, who is now 93
years old, the memories of Card’s still
call to her when she knows I’m Kingston-bound. “Will you pick up some sticky
buns?” she asks. When age and chronic
illness shrink a person’s world to a few

rooms, and outings are few and far between, the joy of food is one of the last
things to go.
Today Jen has taken her Grandmother’s
legacy to new heights, employing upwards of twenty full-time staff, some of
whom have baked for Card’s for twenty
years or more. She oversees the bakery’s
fourth and arguably finest location on
Princess Street in downtown Kingston.
“When Grandma passed away I had just
opened the Bagot Street store” says Jen,
“she was so proud, her eyes would twinkle every time she walked into the store. It
was such a big deal to her.” Of the current
location, Jen says she wishes her Grandmother could have seen it, “This is beyond
where she thought the bakery could have
gone. It would have blown her socks off.”
In addition to varied and sublime traditional home baking, featuring Edith’s
original recipes, Card’s offers specialty

"

Daytripper:

She was so proud,
her eyes would twinkle
every time she walked
into the store.
It was such a big
deal to her.

"

cakes (Cakes by Krista is a business within a business owned by Jen’s sister), special event catering, a wholesome lunchto-go, and trend-setting hostess gifts and
luxury kitchen and table ware.
Even with the elegance and sophistication, though, the staff at Card’s hold fast
to the authenticity of a humble past of
home-cooking and the art of making everybody feel like a favourite customer. “I
always say to my staff, ‘It can’t just be
a bakery. It has to be an experience that
hits all the senses. It’s got to make people
happy.’”
When she trains new staff, Jen puts Grandma’s magic before math, “We always joke
with them, we say ‘Here’s a recipe, but
you have to put a little love in it.’” Even
the equipment benefits from a little sweettalk, apparently. “If the mixer is acting
up” Jen says “we talk to it, give it a little
pat and say ‘Hey, come on girl!’”
In addition to running a hectic business
Jen is raising a busy family of her own,
taking three athletic boys between games
and practices. She doesn’t dwell on
whether or not Card’s will find itself in
the hands of a fourth generation. “There
was never any pressure or assumption that
my mother or I would do this” she says,
“If the bakery carries on, great, but it’s
only going to happen if someone chooses
and wants to do it.”
I ask Jen about the sticky buns, the ones
that are still much-loved by mother-in-law
and three generations of her family. Jen
can’t reveal the secret in definite terms,
“You have to look in the oven and you just
have to kind of sense it.”
Grandma may have the final word on
the inexplicable charm of that particular
goodie, “We still use the same pans. We
have changed nothing. There is an art
to making those sticky buns. I definitely
think of her when we make them.”

Above: an assortment of desserts including Butterscotch meringue, lemon meringue, coconut raspberry, cherry and butter tarts
Middle: cream wafers, cherry supreme squares, assorted cookies

FRESH BAKED GOODS
HOME & PANTRY GOODS,
LUNCH TO GO & CATERING

115 Princess Street,
Downtown Kingston, ON
613 544 4448

life just got a little sweeter

CardsBakery.ca
follow us on twitter
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Above: Photo by Brian Ford Below: Photo provided by the Ontario Buffalo Farm

Buffalo Milk Takes a Bow
by Cynthia Peters

F

or centuries Italians have been
enjoying the goodness of buffalo milk in their traditional
Mozzarella di bufala and Burrata from Caserta and Salerno
Italy. Fresh and hand pulled, these cheeses became popular in Canada only a few
decades ago. Today, Canadians can enjoy
buffalo milk cheeses created closer to
home with quality products being made
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by a number of producers across the country. A west coast cheese maker, Natural
Pastures, was the first to produce an authentic buffalo mozzarella. While mozzarella and other fresh varieties might be the
most popular of the buffalo milk cheeses,
a large number of aged cheeses are now
becoming the star attraction.
Why are they becoming popular? Buffalo
milk has a number of unique nutritional

qualities. Lower in cholesterol, yet higher
in fat (8-10%), buffalo milk is more easily digestible due to its enzymes that act
similar to lactose free products. Rich in
calcium and minerals, it also boosts more
calories as compared to cow’s milk.
In Prince Edward County, Fifth Town Artisan Cheese has created an interesting
line of aged cheeses using milk from a
buffalo farm in Stirling. The Ontario Water Buffalo Company is a 450 acre farm
with around 300 naturally raised buffalo. Owners, Lori Smith and her husband
Martin Littkemann have been producing
buffalo milk from their farm since 2008,
the first in Eastern Canada. The females
are milked twice a day in a state-of-the
art milking facility that they retrofitted to work for the larger buffalo. Their
first 40 water buffalo came from a farm
in Vermont, with their origin traced back
to Italy. The Ontario Water Buffalo Company’s milk is used for cheese production
and shipped to two companies, Quality
Cheese in Woodbridge and Fifth Town,
both family owned companies.
The raw milk is shipped to Fifth Town immediately after the morning milking to get
the freshest start to their array of cheeses.
Patricia Bertozzi, co-owner of Fifth Town
is passionate about the creation and depth
of their buffalo milk cheeses. It was difficult for her to find local sheep milk, so
Patricia turned her sites to what was fresh
and nearby, buffalo milk. Their semi-soft
line of cheeses includes “Where the Buffalo Roam”, a washed rind cheese (with
local chardonnay); “Buffalina”, a farmhouse Gouda (2015 Gold winner at The
Royal Winer Fair); and kicked up a notch,
“Buffalina with Truffles”. The black truffles are imported frozen and grated into
the cheese to give it that earthy, delicate
addition. These cheeses are aged from 3
to 6 months.
Fresher cheeses, like Buffalo Brie
and Buffalo Cream Cheese (similar to
Chèvre), are more seasonal and are made
in smaller quantities as their shelf life is
limited. The very “creamy” cheese takes
twice as much milk to produce the same
amount of cheese made from goat’s milk.
One of the more popular fresh cheeses is
“Skipping Stone” a soft ripened cheese
that has been rolled in grape vine ash and
aged for 14 days.
Another Italian staple is Parmesan. Patri-

cia’s grandfather was a parmigiano producer in Reggio Emilia, Italy, so it seemed
very natural for her to try her hand in
making local Parmesan from buffalo milk.
The first batch flew off the shelf. Aged to
at least 18 months, these golden wedges
will be a real prize to taste and buy in the
coming months.
The main line of buffalo milk cheeses produced by Quality Cheese Company are the
young Italian cheeses. Their Bocconcini,
Mozzarella di bufala (award winning),
Caciocavallo (regular and smoked) and
Ricotta. All their brands of cheeses can be
found in grocery outlets across Canada.
Harder cheeses include a nutty Asiago and
velvety Gouda.
For the past number of years in early June,
consumers have been fortunate enough to
try a number of these cheeses and a host
of other artisan cheeses at The Great Canadian Cheese Festival held at the Crystal Palace in Picton. This year’s festival,
June 3rd and 4th, will feature more than
130 exhibitors and vendors. Attendees

Photo by Cynthia Peters
will also have a chance to meet a number
of Canada’s outstanding cheesemakers in
person. And the original producers will
be there - adults and children will be able
to meet some water buffalo from the Ontario Water Buffalo farm. Although their
size might be intimidating, these animals
are very affectionate and love to be patted.
Other attractions include, a gourmet food
court plus more than 500 foods and beverages for sampling and purchasing including local VQA wines and ciders. The
festival offers special events around the
county like Gastronomy on the Farm with
Jamie Kennedy, Cooking with Cheese

class, and a Quinte Cheese Tour.
At the Ontario Water Buffalo Company,
farm tours are also available from May to
October by appointment, their retail shop
on site is open year round and stocked
with cheese, butter and buffalo meat. Reid’s Dairy in Belleville will be processing
the farm’s milk and it will be available for
purchase at the farm gate shop in the near
future.
Beyond cow, sheep and goat cheeses the
mighty buffalo is making its way to more
and more cheese trays and recipes, a real
creamy and healthy alternative, right here
in the region.

3 Floors of Art

Studio 22
Studio
22 OpenGallery
OpenGallery

32O King Street E. - Overlooking Market Square - Kingston - Tuesday to Saturday, 1O to 6 - Thursdays, 1O to 8 & Fridays, 1O to 1O - 613-546-7461 s22.ca
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by Lillie Normile
photography by Robert Logan

D

o you enjoy cutting grass
with your riding lawn
mower or are you looking
for less lawn maintenance?
Conrad Biernacki and Brian
Musselwhite, owners/operators of Black
River Bed and Breakfast, have found the
perfect solution.
They moved from Toronto to Prince Edward County to begin extensive renovations to create Black River Bed and Breakfast. There had not been any updates since
1983 and major interior renovations were
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completed. They now reside at the B&B,
with four additional bedrooms available
to guests. Conrad is responsible for the
cooking, using locally sourced, organic
food. Though not a trained chef he does
it for the love of cooking great, healthy
meals. Brian takes care of the room preparations, laundry and keeping the B&B
spic and span. It is a team effort.
A truly relaxing place to spend time and
use as your home base to explore the county, walking trails, cycling routes, parks,
arts and artisans and wineries can be vis-

R. Sam McLaughlin

ited at your leisure. Throughout the year a
large variety of festivals are held including Maple in the County, Countylicious,
The Great Canadian Cheese Festival, Art
and Music Festivals, something for everyone. A dock is available for guests who
wish to bring their own canoes, kayaks or
paddle boards.
Partnering with neighbour Vicki's Veggies, certified organic with Ecocert, they
created both vegetable and flower gardens
on their 3.5 acre property. The large, level
front lawn had not been sprayed with pes-

"

Black River Gardens

...our gardens provide
encouragement for
others. No matter how
small the yard, make
it useful.

"

ticides and was the perfect space to create
an organic vegetable garden. Two vegetable gardens (48' x 220') are separated by
ten foot, grassed walkways to allow their
guests to wander and admire the gardens.
Labour Day weekend they host an event
where visitors can sample over 100 varieties of tomatoes. Food trucks and artisan
booths join in the event. Both Conrad and
Brian take pride in having their lawn put
to such good use.
A 1/4 acre flower garden attracts bees,
butterflies and birds. Tall, gangly sunflowers, cosmos, cornflowers and buckwheat draw photographers to the site.
Sparrows, blue jays and finches are a few
of the birds enjoying the seeds even long
after summer has faded and little is left of
the original blooms.
A 300 foot cedar hedge and a dozen feeders encourage birds to visit the gardens.
At times the yard is a whirlwind of activity as the birds, bees and butterflies
move about looking for seeds, nectar and
a place to call home. It provides guests an
opportunity for birdwatching from a comfy chair on the lawn.

Conrad hopes that “our gardens provide
encouragement for others. No matter how
small the yard, make it useful.” A front
yard can be converted to a garden and
eliminate grass cutting and the backyard
can host beds for vegetables or flowers
and a place to sit, relax and watch the activity provided by nature.

For Brian “the natural aspect is important
to us.”
Besides lessening their own work load
they are proud to have created a space for
food that feeds people, birds, bees and
butterflies. Conrad and Brian are making
a positive impact on the environment with
their gardens. Thank you.

Prince Edward County
Lavender is a grower,

distiller and crafter of
fine lavender products.
All of our products are
hand-made from lavender
and herbs grown on the
farm in a herbicide-free
environment.

732 Closson Rd., Hillier, Ontario
Canada K0K 2J0
www.peclavender.com
toll free 1-800-343-0841

JOIN US for our

6th LAVENDER FESTIVAL
JULY 8, 9, 2017

CULINARY • HONEY
GIFT ITEMS • PLANTS
BODY CARE • SOAPS
ESSENTIAL OILS
NEW
DAY, NIGHT and
HAND CREAMS,
ROLL-ON
PERFUME

10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Enjoy delicious culinary tastings, pick-yourown lavender, live music and more.
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Fine Homes & Real Estate

Fine Homes & Real Estate

Prince Edward County

Prince Edward County

•

Northumberland

•

Quinte

•

Kingston
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Hastings
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Northumberland
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Quinte

•

Kingston

•

Hastings

Twelve Trees Condominiums
WELLINGTON

On The Shore of Lake Ontario
PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY

Reservations
IRIS & BRIAN ANDREWS | BROKERS

613.969.2044
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the
last
bite
T

he rooster is considered very
important in Chinese culture
and is a symbol of honesty
and good fortune. Working on
a 12-year cycle, the Chinese
lunar calendar depicts a different animal
every 12 years; the rooster being tenth
in the cycle. The current Chinese year,
deemed the Year of the Rooster, began on
January 28, 2017 and will end on February 15, 2018. The Chinese New Year—
sometimes referred to as the Spring Festival—is the biggest and most important
festival in the Chinese year usually lasting
for two weeks. The rooster, represented
by the Chinese character “ji”, signifies fidelity, protection and luck in Chinese culture. Feng shui practitioners often favour
a representation of the rooster in the home
or office for this reason.
The Oxford English Dictionary defines
the North American noun “rooster” as “a
male domestic fowl; a cock”. The rooster,
cock and cockerel refer to the same bird,
but the rooster in some countries, notably
the United Kingdom, is known as a cock
or a cockerel—rooster is most commonly
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used in North America. Cockerel generally refers to young male birds less than
one year of age. A rooster by any other
name, the male bird belongs to the gallinaceous order of birds which includes turkeys, pheasants and grouse among them.
Roosters are essentially adult male chickens with long flowing black or bronze
tail feathers and brightly-coloured body
feathers in striking hues of orange, red,
yellow, white, and sometimes iridescent
blue and green. Their plumage is grander
and brighter than the female although colouration does vary from breed-to-breed.
The rooster is known for its ear-piercing
and sometimes annoyingly-loud dawn
crowing of “cock-a-doodle-doo”, which
is thought to chase away evil spirits. The
bird is also identifiable by the vivid red
coxcomb (or comb) sitting atop its head
as well as the red wattle underneath its
chin. These distinctive physical features
regulate temperature and help with blood
flow, but they are also designed to lure the
opposite sex. Combs are unique to each
individual rooster, much like fingerprints
are to people, and vary in size and shape

depending on the breed. The brighter
and bigger the comb, the more chance a
rooster will attract a suitable female for
mating. A dull, small or damaged comb is
unappealing to females since it may signify ill health and therefore makes for an
unsuitable mate.
Roosters have a lifespan of up to 15 years:
they have been around for some 5,000
years and can be found on every continent
except Antarctica. Generally known as a
flightless bird, roosters have small wings
and can fly a little, although they travel
only very short distances, up to 200 feet,
mainly due to being body heavy and not
very aerodynamic. Occurring every 12
years, the rooster year applies to those
born in the years 2005, 1993, 1981, 1969,
1957, 1945, 1933, 1921, and so on. It will
be 2029 before the rooster puts in an appearance again. For those born in a rooster
year, personal qualities may include punctuality, dependability and confidence, and
such people may also be considered successful, hardworking, courageous—and
bossy.

Experience the County charm.

www.chestnutpark.com
CHESTNUT PARK REAL ESTATE LIMITED, BROKERAGE
43 Main Street East, Picton, ON | 613.471.1708
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